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Measuring Conceptual Distance Using WordNet:  The Design of a Metric for Measuring
Semantic Similarity*

William D. Lewis
University of Arizona

1. Introduction

This paper describes the development of a metric for measuring the semantic distance or similarity of words using
the WordNet lexical database.  Such a metric could be of use in development of search engines and text retrieval
systems, tasks for which the richness of natural language can cause difficulty.  Further, such a metric can prove
invaluable to psycholinguists who wish to study lexical semantic similarity or speech errors (specifically
malapropisms).

2. The Structure of WordNet1

WordNet is a large-scale lexical database of English, with over 70,000 entries.  It is structured as a semantic
network, with terms linked by the traditional ISA connections (hypernym/hyponym), but it also includes other
types of links, including antonym, holonym, and meronym connections2.  In this paper, only hypernym/hyponym
relationships between nouns are discussed, although the other relationships and categories would certainly be
relevant in a larger scale analysis.  Example (1) shows a graphic example of how terms are stored in the WordNet
semantic network (in reality, every term has a unique identifier, with links expressed as lists containing related
identifiers):

(1)
carnivore

canine feline

dog wolf fox  cat

       hunting-dog      wildcat big-cat

hound terrier dachshund cougar lynx cheetah lion

                                                          
* All funding for the development of the unique algorithms and resulting software described herein was provided by the Human
Frontiers Science Program Grant #148-2000. Many thanks to Merrill Garrett for guidance in the development of the algorithms,
software, and the paper itself.
1 For more detailed background on WordNet than is provided here, please see Miller 1995 or Fellbaum 1998.
2 For those unfamiliar with the terms used here, please refer to the brief glossary at the end of the paper.
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In (1), links moving down the graph represent hypernym relationships (less specific to more specific), and
links moving up the graph represent hyponym relationships (more specific to less specific).

3. A Simple Conceptual Distance Metric

Rada, Mili, Bicknell, and Blettner 1989 represents one of the earliest published instances of the description of a
conceptual distance metric using a semantic network.  In their metric, distance is calculated by measuring the
distance between nodes—each node representing a distinct term or concept—essentially by counting the number of
intervening nodes.  Terms that are close neighbors of one another—having a calculated distance measure that is
fairly small—are semantically and conceptually closer than terms for which the count is much larger.  At the time
the paper was written, large-scale semantic networks were not readily available.  With the advent of WordNet in
the early 90s, the ability to test the feasibility of such a metric had become possible.  In this section, I will first
discuss an algorithm that can be used to calculate distance, a la Rada et al., and then will discuss the feasibility and
utility of such a metric.  I will also discuss problems with the method, and will both review solutions proposed in
the literature and suggest additional solutions.

3.1 Measuring Distance:  the Algorithm

At first glance, applying the Rada et al. algorithm would appear to be fairly simple.  All one would need to do is
traverse the semantic space between two nodes, starting at one, and stopping when the other is reached.  However,
such a search strategy (presumably depth-first) will not necessarily result in the shortest path.  Critical to the Rada
et al. metric is the discovery of the shortest path, not just any path.  Using a breadth-first strategy—expanding all
connections to all branches simultaneously—until a connection has been found represents a better approach.  When
a connection is found using this strategy, one can insure that the shortest path has been found.3

3.2 Is the Shortest Path a Good Metric?

Finding the shortest path between two terms can be a good measure of semantic distance as long as the density of
terms throughout the semantic network is constant.  However, it has been noted that density in a semantic network
is generally not constant throughout (Richardson et al. 1994).  Typically the number of nodes increases as one
proceeds deeper into a semantic network, correlated directly with the increased number of terms.  More general
terms exist higher in the network and represent a smaller set of nodes than the larger number of more specific terms
that populate a much denser space lower in the network.  Thus a distance measure of N at level 2 in a network (one
level from the top of the network) is of a much coarser grain, and much more significant, than the same distance N
measured at level 9.  One’s intuition about conceptual similarity seems to agree with this idea.  For example, the
distance between plant and animal is 2 in WordNet (they share a common parent, namely living thing), and the
distance between zebra and horse is also 2 (they share a common parent, namely equine).  The intuitive response is
that the plant and animal are much less closely related terms than are zebra and horse.  Thus, measuring semantic
distance using solely the number of nodes traversed fails.  However, if one takes into account the fact that the first
two terms occupy a much higher place in the network than the latter two, and adjusts the measure appropriately,
then the adjusted metric becomes more realistic.  The problem:  how does one adjust the metric to take depth (and
density) into account?

4. Density and an Adjusted Metric

Calculating the depth of a particular node is a fairly simple process.  All that one needs to do is traverse the
                                                          
3 Because a breadth-first strategy as described can be quite time-consuming, one can reduce the processing time by employing a
breadth-first search strategy on both nodes simultaneously.  If all expansions for each node are compared in each pass, the
likelihood of finding a match for any given pass increases significantly.
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hyponym links from the node until one reaches a top (or root) node.  The number of nodes traversed in this process
represents the depth.  The difficulty lies not in the calculation of depth, but in translating depth into density.
Although depth is correlated with density within WordNet (Richardson et al. 1994), the function that maps between
the two is not known.  Is it a purely linear function or does it proceed exponentially?  Depending on what
assumptions one makes, the value of the distance metric could be significantly affected.

4.1 Density as a Weighting Function

Richardson et al. suggest using the depth itself as a weighting factor, dividing the distance between nodes by their
depth within the network.  Although this seems a straightforward and plausible solution, it may not be accurate.
They point out that the inconsistent architecture of WordNet leads to some problems with using depth alone as an
adjustment metric:  nodes that one would think would occupy the same level within the network—in other words,
having the same level of abstraction—do not.  For example, the node for horse is at the depth of 10, and the one for
cow is at a depth of 13.  Likewise, there is no evidence that depth and conceptual distance are linearly correlated, as
such a weighting function would assume.  If they are not linearly correlated, then applying depth as a linear
weighting function would skew the resulting distance metric.

An extension to his analysis would be to calculate average density across each level.  With such
calculations, one can determine a function that maps level to density.  Such a function could be useful in adjusting
the distance metrics calculated between terms.  For instance, if the density function is f, the level which two nodes
n1 and n2 occupy is L, and the distance function between the two nodes is d, then the adjusted distance metric for
the two nodes would be as shown in (2):

(2)   d(n1,n2)
DA(n1, n2) = ---------

    f(L)

Two problems exist with this calculation, however.  First, it assumes that both terms being compared are
on the same level.  One cannot insure this, and it is unclear how one would adjust the metric if the two terms exist
on different levels.  Second, it assumes that the density across a level is uniform, which is highly unlikely.  It is
much more likely that pockets of dense connections will exist at various positions on a level (just as density
increases as one proceeds deeper into the network).

4.2 Local Density

Using depth as a weighting measure can skew the adjusted distance measure.  Likewise, calculating density by
level may be too gross a measure to insure accuracy.  An alternate solution would be to calculate local density as a
function of the number of nodes that occupy a particular region within the WordNet semantic space.  For example,
if the clustering of nodes within a particular distance of the nodes of interest is fairly high, one would expect that
the distance measure that one might calculate within that region would be of a finer grain than that calculated in a
region which is much less dense.  The problem:  how does one determine what constitutes a region over which a
density measure should be calculated?  If the choice of region is too small, then the information about local density
may not be adequate enough to allow an accurate adjustment to the distance metric.  Likewise, if the region is too
large, the density calculation may be too coarse to be useful.

Optimally, one would want to divide the space over which density measurements are calculated into two
or more regions.  Within these regions, local densities would be measured, and these measurements then would be
used to adjust the distance metrics calculated for terms within those regions.  For instance, if the terms that one
wishes to compare are v, x, y and z, and the structure of the local environment looks as shown in (3), one would
want to calculate density metrics for the largest non-overlapping regions containing clusters of terms.  In this
figure, two likely regions are labeled R1 and R2.
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Density measurements would be made for each region, and these measurements would be used to adjust
the distance measures calculated for the nodes of interest.  In (3), the distance measures for v and x would be
adjusted to some norm based on the density calculation for region R1.  Likewise, the distance measures for y and z
would be adjusted to some norm based on the density calculation for region R2.4  The norm distance measurement
for terms within any specific region could be calculated by dividing the distance measure for the terms in question
by the density calculation for the region in which they occupy.  For instance, if the density calculation for R1 were
D1, then the adjusted distance for v and x would be as shown in (4) (where d is the function which calculates
distance between terms, and DA(v,x) represents the adjusted distance measure for v and x):

(4) d(v, x)
DA(v,x) = ---------

   D1

The adjusted distance measurements DA for sets of terms then could be compared.  If the adjusted metric is
successful, local density should be factored out of the distance calculations, giving one a more accurate
comparison.

It should be noted that the adjusted measurements DA described in this paper are relative calculations.  As
such, calculating distance measurements for one set of terms and then later calculating distance measurements for
some other set of terms will not result in accurate comparisons.  This is due to the fact that the choice of regions
over which density calculations are made are decided on the basis of the largest regions within which clusters of
relevant nodes exist.  If calculations are done in several distinct batches, there is no way to prevent overlapping
regions, which would skew the results.  The selection of regions and the calculations of regional density must be
done during the same process.5

4.3 Methods for Calculating Density

In the preceding sections, much mention has been made of calculating density, but a method for doing so has not
been illustrated.  Three options exist for calculating density:

                                                          
4 Please note:  Because the terms v and x occupy a region distinct from that of y and z, there is no way using this method to
calculate adjusted distance measures for the connections between v and either y or z, or x and either y or z.
5 This assumes, of course, that the algorithm possesses no memory.  If a memory is used, then there may be some possibility for
running the process over time.  The batch approach still presents problems, however, in that the choice of regions will become
more difficult and more arbitrary in later batches.
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1. Calculate density by counting the number of nodes that exist within a region.  (Such a method is presented in
Agirre and Rigau 1996.  Their method relies on pre-determined subhierarchies within which density is
calculated as applied to online text disambiguation tasks.)

2. Calculate density by measuring the number of links that exist between nodes within the region, and average
across the region.  Thus a region with richer numbers of connections between nodes is denser than one with
fewer connections.  The number of links could be calculated based on the number of siblings for each term or
the number of children for each term or some combination of the two.  (A method similar to this is discussed in
Richardson et al. 1994, although their analysis concentrates on density around specific types of links correlated
with depth.)

3. Calculate density by measuring the number of common words that are within a certain distance of the terms
being evaluated.  In other words, evaluate the number of connections in common for the terms in question, and
average over these calculations.  (A method similar to this is discussed in Mihalcea and Moldovan 1996.)

Option 1 has merit in that it is easy to calculate.  However, it is difficult to assess whether the
measurement will be accurate when comparing one region against another.  Option 2 has merit in that it measures
the richness of connections in the region in question.  However, it is somewhat more difficult to calculate, and may
put too much emphasis on the connections between nodes within the region and not on how the region itself is
populated.  Option 3 has merit in that one examines the semantic richness of only the terms in question, and
averages over these within the region.  It ignores the density calculations for other terms that occupy the region,
which may be important for making the appropriate adjustments to the distance measurements.  It may also be
exceedingly difficult to calculate.

5. Carving up the Space

Crucial to the calculation of density within a region is deciding how the space confining a set of terms should be
divided.  This section will concentrate on that topic.  In addition, the merit and utility of relative distance measures
will be discussed.

5.2 Defining a Region

Although one could manually determine the regions that should be used, it would be of greater utility to automate
the process.  Since the hypernym/hyponym space of WordNet can be thought of as a tree, the parent-child
relationships between terms can be used for carving up the space.  One can think of a region of WordNet as the
space dominated by a single parent.  For instance, in (5),

(5)
a�

        b          c� �

     d e f     g    h�

  i  j  k
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one can think of the space dominated by c (the space in which g and h are terms) as a region, the space dominated
by b as a region, the space dominated by a as a region (in this case, the entire network shown), etc.  Further, if we
say that the term region applies to the space most tightly confining a set of nodes, then we can propose the
following definition for region:

Definition 1:  The nodes n1, n2, …, nk  are said to occupy a region dominated by x, namely Rx, if the
minimal parent dominating all nodes ni is x.

We can further define two regions as being distinct from one another if no nodes are shared by the two
regions:

Definition 2:  Two regions Rx and Ry are said to be distinct if no nodes dominated by x are dominated by y,
and no nodes dominated by y are dominated by x.

Applying definition 1 algorithmically would involve using the distance searching algorithm discussed in
section 3.1.  In this case, the algorithm would not be used to find the distance between nodes, but rather to find the
common parent of the nodes.  In other words, the relationship between the nodes and some common node must be a
hypernym-only relation.  Although applying the algorithm can be time consuming, especially if the nodes are
separated by large distances, it is not impossible.6

Carving up the space into multiple regions using Definition 2 is a more difficult task, and would be greatly
simplified if one predetermines the number of regions desired in advance.  If one has a predetermined number of
regions, NR, then one can apply Definition 2 in an algorithm which searches for NR parents dominating distinct sets
of nodes.  If in (5) the nodes of interest are i, e, g, and h, then two different parents dominating distinct regions of
the space are b and c.  Finding b and c algorithmically would be a matter of applying Definition 3:

Definition 3:  if n1, n2, …, nk represent nodes within a semantic space, and a represents the one parent that
dominates all nodes ni, then the children (not necessarily immediate) of a dominate distinct regions of the
semantic space dominated by a.

Applying Definition 3 algorithmically would require finding the common parent for a set of nodes,
essentially by following hyponym links for each node in question until a common hyponym for each is found.
When a common parent is found, call it a for the purposes of this exposition, then the immediate children of a are
examined to see how many nodes each dominates.  If NR children dominate distinct regions, then the process stops,
otherwise the process continues with a’s grandchildren (and likely children as well).  This process continues until
the space can be carved into NR regions.

5.2 Relative Distance Measures

The reader may question the utility of relative over absolute distance measures.  After all, if one wants a metric that
can be used over time with any set of terms, one would want an absolute measure.  With an absolute measure, one
can compare the distance measure for two terms against that of another with either calculated at any point in time.
Although this argument has merit, there is intuitive evidence that language users, when presented with the task of
measuring conceptual distance between terms, actually use relative measures.  For example, if speakers are asked
to measure the conceptual distance between terrier (a kind of dog) and robin (a kind of bird), they might be
inclined to list them as being somewhat distantly related.  Whereas, if given the terms terrier, robin, asteroid, and

                                                          
6 If two particular nodes have no shared parent, such an algorithm would crash.  For simplicity’s sake, the algorithms discussed
here have assumed that all nodes will have at least one common parent.  In practice, one would have to assume the worst case,
and allow some method of breaking from the process when it is obvious that it will not be successful.
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comet, the distance measure for terrier and robin likely would be much smaller than in the original assessment.
Therefore, a relative measure automatically adjusts to suit the sets of terms being compared, something that an
absolute measure cannot do.  Further, if one is measuring the propensity for certain types of speech errors within a
certain context, where context is measured as the set of terms found in the immediate environment and their
semantic relatedness to the terms of interest, then relative measures may be of much greater utility—and more
psychologically real—than absolute measures.

6. Summary and Conclusion

As shown, using an unadjusted distance metric within a semantic network is insufficient for measuring conceptual
similarity.  Various methods have been discussed for adjusting distance measures so that the resulting values can be
compared across sets of terms.  Although some of the methods described herein have been implemented with
varying degrees of success by the author and by others, the method for calculating local density over regions that
are determined automatically has not yet been implemented.  Since this paper represents a work in progress, work
continues.  The author is currently designing software that will automate the process of calculating local density
within WordNet, and will use these density measurements to augment existing software (written by the author) that
calculates distance measurements.  The relative density measures calculated by this software will be used as an
analysis tool for measuring the likelihood of semantic malapropisms in specific environments.  In addition, the
author is preparing experimental materials to measure the degree to which subjects use relative measures of
semantic relatedness versus absolute measures.  Evidence for relative measures could provide psycholinguistic
support for the automated relative measures described herein.  The success or failure of using regional density as an
adjustment metric for conceptual distance is yet to be seen.

Glossary

holonym – A word that is the whole for which the given word is a part.  The opposite term is meronym.

hypernym – A word that is more generic than a given word.  The opposite term is hyponym.  Hypernym links in a
semantic network (from the subordinate term to the its hypernym) are often described as ISA
connections, in that the given word is-a kind of its hypernym.

hyponym – A word that is more specific than a given word.  The opposite term is hypernym.

ISA – Describes the hyponym/hypernym connection between words, in the direction from a word to its
hypernym.

meronym – A word that is a part of a given word.  Describes part-whole relationships between words.  The
opposite term is holonym.
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